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New Scientist magazine was launched in 1956 "for all those men and women who are
interested in scientific discovery, and in its industrial, commercial and social consequences".
The brand's mission is no different today - for its consumers, New Scientist reports, explores
and interprets the results of human endeavour set in the context of society and culture.
This updated second edition of Oil & Gas Production in Nontechnical Language is an excellent
introduction for anyone from petroleum engineers and geologists new to their careers to
financial, marketing, legal, and other professionals and their staffs interested in the industry.
E&P service company personnel will find it particularly beneficial in understanding the roles
played by their clients. Not only does it cover production fundamentals, but it backs up to give
the necessary upstream background—geology, origins of oil and gas, and ownership and land
rights—as well as surface operations and even production company strategy development.
This new edition of the Standard Handbook of Petroleum and Natural Gas Engineering
provides you with the best, state-of-the-art coverage for every aspect of petroleum and natural
gas engineering. With thousands of illustrations and 1,600 information-packed pages, this text
is a handy and valuable reference. Written by over a dozen leading industry experts and
academics, the Standard Handbook of Petroleum and Natural Gas Engineering provides the
best, most comprehensive source of petroleum engineering information available. Now in an
easy-to-use single volume format, this classic is one of the true "must haves" in any petroleum
or natural gas engineer's library. * A classic for the oil and gas industry for over 65 years! * A
comprehensive source for the newest developments, advances, and procedures in the
petrochemical industry, covering everything from drilling and production to the economics of
the oil patch. * Everything you need - all the facts, data, equipment, performance, and
principles of petroleum engineering, information not found anywhere else. * A desktop
reference for all kinds of calculations, tables, and equations that engineers need on the rig or in
the office. * A time and money saver on procedural and equipment alternatives, application
techniques, and new approaches to problems.

This is an easy to use, comprehensive reference tool for students, parents, teachers,
counselors, and librarians to more than 400 majors offered in U.S. colleges and
universities. Each entry gives a description of the major, levels offered (associate,
bachelor’s, master’s, doctoral), examples of typical courses, related and
complementary majors, needed abilities and aptitude to pursue the major, and career
possibilities. The book is intended to serve as a starting point in the process of
choosing a college major. It introduces readers to the possibilities and can spark an
interest in several majors that can then be explored in depth. The appendices list fields
of study by discipline, alternate names for majors and cross-references of occupations
to majors.
New Scientist
Are you Future Ready? McKinsey, the global consulting firm, estimates that between
the present and 2030, 75 to 375 million workers need to switch jobs that will require
new skills and new education just due to automation and tech disruption: “In terms of
magnitude, it's akin to coping with the large-scale shift from agricultural work to
manufacturing that occurred in the early 20th century in North America and Europe, and
more recently in China. But in terms of who must find new jobs, we are moving into
uncharted territory. Those earlier workforce transformations took place over many
decades, allowing older workers to retire and new entrants to the workforce to transition
to the growing industries. But the speed of change today is potentially faster. The task
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confronting every economy, particularly advanced economies, will likely be to retrain
and redeploy tens of millions of midcareer, middle-age workers.” In this book, we
explore the Future of Work and how it’s going to affect all of us in critical ways. We
look at Disruption Rules through the lens of paradigm shifts, disruptive forces, and
VUCA (Volatility, Uncertainty, Complexity, Ambiguity). We look at what causes these
changes, why it matters to you the reader, how it impacts you, and most importantly,
what you can learn and do as a result of these disruptions. The main title of this book is
Working It. As the title implies, Working It can be what you do to earn a living or what
you do to have fun or how you live your life. In other words, Working It is all the stuff
you do that have meaning and value for you. So when you go through this book, you’ll
notice that many of the stories go beyond what you do at the place that provides you
income. We focus on the meaning and things that are important to your Working It Disruption Rules. When there’s a disruption, most of us find a job or career book to find
answers and encouragement. Most old-school job books provide life, career, or job
road maps. Follow these steps and you’ll get to where you want to be. If you believe
these principles and follow these practices, you’ll find a satisfying job and enjoy a
substantial salary with guaranteed yearly increases. In this book, we want to get real,
provide insights, and tell it like it is! The Future of Work impacts people on a daily basis
since it deals with our human needs, wants, and expectations. The Future of Work is
now! So, we’d say that the Future of Work is important and relevant to the vast majority
of people worldwide.
Includes Part 1A: Books and Part 1B: Pamphlets, Serials and Contributions to Periodicals
2020-21 UGC-NET-JRF NTA TEACHING AND RESEARCH APTITUDE SOLVED PAPERS
• 12 Years Solved Papers 2010-2021 (Year-wise) with detailed explanations • 2 Sample
Question Papers – Smart Answer key with detailed explanations. • Blended Learning (Print
and online support) • Tips & Tricks to crack the Exam in first attempt • GATE Qualifying Cutoffs and Highest Marks of 2021 and 2020- Steam-wise • GATE General Aptitude 2021 to 2017
– Trend Analysis • GATE Score Calculation • Mind Maps and Mnemonics
February issue includes Appendix entitled Directory of United States Government periodicals
and subscription publications; September issue includes List of depository libraries; June and
December issues include semiannual index
The Certified Oil and Gas Project Manager TM (COG-PM) credential is a professional
certification that demonstrates the attainment of a defined level of technical knowledge and
experience in oil and gas project management, professional practice, and ethical behavior. It
forms the basis of the assessment that applicants must pass to gain the Certified Oil and Gas
Project Manager TM status and inclusion in the Register of The American Academy of Project
Management® (AAPM) Certified / Chartered Professional. Individuals with several years of
experience in oil and gas project management are encouraged to acquire this certification. This
book shall guide you to prepare for the Certified Oil and Gas Project Manager TM examination
that can be taken online via GAFM Academy Digital Certification services. Stand out above the
rest with the Certified Oil and Gas Project Manager certification.
Career profiles include electrical and electronics installer and repairer, geoscience technician,
hazardous materials removal worker, hot-cell technician, natural gas processing plant operator,
nuclear engineer, oil well driller, petroleum engineer, power distributor and dispatcher, solar
engineer, and more.
Part 1 is particularly concerned with physical properties, electrical ageing and modeling with
topics such as the physics of charged dielectric materials, conduction mechanisms, dielectric
relaxation, space charge, electric ageing and life end models and dielectric experimental
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characterization. Part 2 concerns some applications specific to dielectric materials: insulating
oils for transformers, electrorheological fluids, electrolytic capacitors, ionic membranes,
photovoltaic conversion, dielectric thermal control coatings for geostationary satellites, plastics
recycling and piezoelectric polymers.
The international petroleum industry has long been known the world over as a "good old boys'
club" and nowhere is the oil and gas industry’s gender imbalance more apparent than
offshore. The untold story, shared in these pages, is about the women who have been among
the first to inhabit this world, and whose stories previously have been a missing part of the
history of the industry. "As a CEO, I believe it is imperative for today’s generation of young
women to realize there is a seat for them in the boards of oil & gas companies as the “gas
ceiling” can be broken quicker and easier than before. Reading this book, they will think about
these women who have gone before them and broken down those barriers in order to give
them new opportunities." -- Maria Moraeus Hanssen, CEO, DEA Deutsche Erdoel AG "My
belief is that diversity is key to both creativity and solid long-term business results. Even in a
country like Norway, where professional gender diversity is greater than in any other country I
have had interactions with, we have an underrepresentation of women in top management
positions. I would therefore like to express my appreciation to Rebecca Ponton for keeping this
important subject on the agenda by presenting to us positive, impressive and, at the same
time, obtainable role models." -- Grethe K. Moen, CEO and President, Petoro AS "As the
industry now is more complex and faces more uncertainty, women will be more important
contributors, especially in management and communication. Women could be just what is
needed!" -- Karen Sund, Founder Sund Energy AS "Everyone needs role models – and role
models that look like you are even better. For women, the oil and gas industry has historically
been pretty thin on role models for young women to look up to. Rebecca Ponton has provided
an outstanding compilation of role models for all women who aspire to success in one of the
most important industries of modern times." -- Dave Payne, Chevron VP Drilling & Completions
Learn more at www.BreakingTheGlassCeiling.com From the World Voices Series at Modern
History Press www.ModernHistoryPress.com
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